ABSTRACT The emergence of software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) facilitates policy-driven and dynamic service function chaining (SFC). In recent years, multi-domain SFC orchestration has attracted a significant attention, as it is a complicated problem involving many issues, such as corporation of various administrations and integration of heterogeneous underlying technologies. However, as another critical problem for multi-domain SFC deployment, how to achieve context-aware service provision is still not widely discussed. Thus, in this paper, based on the hierarchical SFC architecture, we allocate metadata to share context information of packets and realize context-based and dynamic SFC in multi-domain networks. We design typical use cases and conduct related experiments about locationaware flow steering and denial of service attack elimination. Experimental results confirm the feasibility and elasticity of our proposed approach. Furthermore, to alleviate the resource over-provisioning problem of context-aware SFC orchestration, we propose a consolidation-based SF placement and chaining algorithm with an online feedback mechanism. We compare the performance of our algorithm with a related greedy algorithm and a tabu search algorithm. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is efficient to reduce the reject rate and improve the revenue-cost ratio, with a compromise on node load balance.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the current Internet is facing many serious challenges, how to design the next-generation Internet has received unprecedented attention from academic and industrial communities. Consequently, many advanced architectures are proposed to enhance network scalability, flexibility, controllability, and efficiency, such as Software Defined Networking (SDN) [1] , Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [2] , Locator/Identifier Split Networking [3] , and Named Data Networking (NDN) [4] . Service Function Chaining (SFC), as an essential application scenario for SDN and NFV techniques, has also gained an increasing interest in recent years. SDN/NFV-enabled SFC is promising to provide policy-driven, fine-grained and flexible management of network services [5] , meeting several urgent demands of network operators, such as in the future 5G context where end-to-end multi-domain networks are sliced with specialized networking and computing functions to satisfy different performance requirements of various users and service providers [6] . Nowadays, the emerging wireless networks play an important role in the network service and its survivability is also receiving increasing attention. Relying on the advantages of flexibility, elasticity, and efficiency of these new technologies, dynamic SFC is also promising to be utilized in mobile and wireless networks for network resiliency, attack elimination, and energy efficiency.
Despite the advantages, SDN/NFV-enabled SFC remains many challenges unsolved. Among them, how to orchestrate service functions distributed in different network domains is widely discussed, as it is a complicated problem involving many issues such as corporation of various administrations and integration of heterogeneous underlying technologies. Another critical challenge is SFC resource management, which copes with Virtualized Network Function (VNF) or Service Function (SF) placement and chaining to satisfy different user service-level agreements. Although there have been efforts to operate network functions and resources in independent administrations or heterogeneous networks [7] - [9] , most of them do not consider contextaware and dynamic network services, where network traffic is classified with fine-grained context information and network functions or resources are provided on-demand based on contexts, further increasing service granularity and improving packet processing efficiency.
In fact, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the world's largest standard organization in the Internet field, forms a dedicated working group for SFC development and focuses mainly on the data plane. Currently, it concentrates on a hierarchical SFC (hSFC) architecture for multi-domain networks [10] based on the Network Service Header (NSH) protocol [11] , [12] . The NSH is an extension header containing metadata to chain SFs in order, such as Service Path Identifier (SPI) and Service Index (SI), which identify the service path and sequence of service functions. It can also carry context information for additional operations. In the hSFC architecture, based on the NSH protocol, path configuration mechanisms are defined to bridge packets among different hierarchical level domains, with the purpose of alleviating the complexity of multi-domain management and orchestration. However, the hSFC architecture does not consider context awareness and dynamic SFC with function scalability, which refers to the elasticity of the chain to add new functions for traffic under a specific context. Related issues include how to share context information in different domains, and how to decompose/compose service function of different domains based on context information. Besides, some orchestration algorithms or frameworks have been proposed for the optimal resource management and VNF chaining [9] , [13] - [15] . However, most of them do not consider the context-aware SFC, which is easy to cause bandwidth resource overprovisioning if without careful consideration since certain functions are provided dynamically based on contexts.
Hence, in this paper, firstly, to enable context-aware SFC in multi-domain networks, we design an allocation scheme of type 1 NSH context headers, where metadata is classified into local and global ones to shared intra-domain and inter-domain respectively. Then, to relieve the bandwidth resource over-provisioning problem for operators who deploy SFC with context-based function scalability, we propose a cost-effective orchestration algorithm to consolidate SFs in the branched service path with other SFs during the SF placement phrase. Besides, we design an online feedback mechanism, which records bandwidth allocation failures of different domain border links and reports them to the SF placement entity. Simulation results confirm that, compared with the greedy algorithm and tabu search algorithm, our proposed algorithm capable of reducing reject rate of SFC requests and improving the efficiency of the whole SFC provision system, although with a compromise on node load balance.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We implement a context-aware SFC prototype based on the hierarchical multi-domain network scenario, and a metadata allocation scheme of NSH context headers for local and global context information sharing, which takes user/device location, application layer protocol types and security context into consideration. We design use cases and conduct related experiments about location-aware flow steering and denial of service attack elimination.
• To alleviate bandwidth over-provisioning problem of context-aware SFC with function scalability, we propose a heuristic consolidation-based SF placement algorithm and online feedback algorithm for context-aware SFC orchestration, since the online placement and chaining problem is NP-hard. We evaluate the proposed algorithm and confirm its efficiency in a hierarchical cloudbased edge network topology and the USA nation-wide network topology. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related works about context awareness and dynamic network service provision based on SDN and NFV, as well as the proactive-based dynamic SFC. Section III summarizes our motivation. Section IV describes our design and implementation of context-aware SFC in hierarchical multidomain networks. Section V gives the use cases and experiment results. Section VI presents the system model for context-aware SFC provision and our orchestration algorithm. Section VII shows the simulation results. Section VIII presents our conclusion of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. CONTEXT-AWARE AND DYNAMIC NETWORK SERVICES
To enable fine-grained network service in SDN/NFV-enabled networks, utilizing middleboxes or network functions to achieve a finer granularity of traffic awareness and control has received much attention. For example, as traffic control based on TCP/UDP ports only applies to applications using wellknown ports, Jeong et al. [16] integrates DPI functions with SDN controllers to realize application-aware traffic management. They develop a firewall and bandwidth manager application on top of an ONOS controller and verify its feasibility in Mininet-based OpenFlow networks. Li et al. [17] also utilize DPI functions to realize application-aware traffic control for SDN networks, where both network states and flow behaviors are exploited. Besides application awareness, Martini et al. [18] designs a service-oriented SDN controller and focuses on context-aware data delivery of dynamic service chaining in enterprise networks, where a user locationbased middlebox instance composition case is analyzed.
To enable dynamic and automatic adaption of network service, most approaches in literature design a component in the control plane to receive and process events reported by the data plane. For example, Mohammed et al. [19] implement a network-aware SDN controller based on Floodlight for VOLUME 6, 2018 adaptive SFC orchestration. It only considers network congestion and uses a reactive mechanism, in which the control plane changes SFC paths after the data plane reports congestion events. Lara and Ramamurthy [20] proposes a policybased security framework called OpenSec, which also uses middleboxes to detect malicious traffic and allows network operators to create and implement human-readable security policy rules. A security event processor in the control plane is performed to react to security alerts according to defined policies automatically. Callegati et al. [21] focus on L2/L3-based SFC approaches in cloud-based edge networks, and the dynamic SFC relays on reactive packet_in messages. The HetNet [22] utilizes SDN and NFV to promote the integration of heterogeneous networks, and its dynamic interdomain routing service provision is also based on a reactive mechanism. Based on FlowTags [23] , PSI [24] is proposed and deployed in enterprise networks for policy-driven and dynamic security service. The PSI enables a proactive adaption of network service by using flow-tag-based dynamic forwarding, in which the role of the flow tag is similar to NSH context headers.
Additionally, there have been several works utilizing the NSH protocol to chain network functions or share information in the data plane. For example, the policy-driven vCPE [25] focuses on the SFC in customer premises equipment. It deploys a DPI function, which is integrated into the Linux kernel, in front of the function chaining for application awareness. The DPI function acts as a classifier and decides service paths for packets before encapsulated by NSH and forwarded into the vCPE. However, the authors do not discuss malicious packets reclassification and service path branching. OpenBox [26] also uses the NSH protocol to attach metadata of packets, but only transmits the path information in its processing graph. Its security-related metadata still utilizes a reactive event processing approach. In our previous work [27] , the proposed proactive-based dynamic SFC approach is also based on the NSH protocol, aiming to realize application-aware and dynamic SF provision for specific application traffic on-demand. However, the function scalability is limited in a sub-level domain and the scaling condition is only based on the application layer protocol of traffic.
Table1 summarizes related works mentioned above, they either do not support proactive dynamic network services or only focus on specific context information. In this paper, we enable the proactive dynamic SFC by designing a metadata allocation scheme of NSH and that supports multiple kinds of information sharing. Besides, our work focuses on the SFC in a hierarchical multi-domain network.
B. DYNAMIC SFC SDN and NFV technologies facilitate policy-driven and dynamic SFC with high flexibility and elasticity, providing fine-grained service and keeping traffic from being processed by all functions in a static and linear chain all the time. To illustrate the context-aware and dynamic SFC, figure1 presents an SFC with context-based function scalability. The dynamic SFC is not a static linear chain but a directed graph, in which the Traffic Control (TC) or WAN acceleration (WANA) function is provided dynamically to traffic with a specific context. At the beginning (Context 0, C0), a flow has not been identified by the DPI and uses the DPI->Firewall (FW) path. Then, after several packets, if the flow identified by the DPI matches the condition of the traffic control (Context 1, C1) or acceleration (Context 2, C2) policy defined by the network operator, it will be redirected to the TC or WANA function, whereas other flows still use the original path.
In a reactive-based approach, the DPI function usually reports its detection results to the control plane based on the southbound protocol, and then the VNF or forwarding/routing rules are instantiated and re-configured at runtime. However, based on the NSH protocol, we implement a proactive branching approach for application-aware and dynamic SFC in our previous work. The DPI can insert its inspection results into related fields of NSH context headers and modify SPI and SI directly if specific traffic is detected. Subsequent functions and forwarders can also reclassify and redirect these traffic to branched paths based on context headers. As context information is shared in the data plane and acts as a matching field of forwarding/routing rules, scalable SFC can be created by prefetched configurations without interactions with the control plane when specific application flows appear or other events happen.
III. MOTIVATION
In this section, we firstly show the motivations for hSFC and then discuss the necessity of the context awareness and proactive-based approaches for dynamic SFC composition.
A. TOWARDS MULTI-DOMAIN DISTRIBUTED NFV
Multi-domain distributed NFV is gaining an increasing interest recently. Aiming to tackle the multi-domain orchestration problems, several kinds of architectural options for multi-domain NFV have been summarized in [7] , where the hierarchical architecture is a typical approach applicable to multi-domain network service orchestration scenarios. The IETF SFC working group concentrates on the data plane and also proposes the hSFC architecture for multi-domain networks, which is a natural step in SFC evolution [28] .
Besides mitigating management complexity of large data centers by dividing a large domain into multiple domains, the hSFC enables flexible service decomposition/composition, as different domains can focus on their service provision and offer end-to-end services through effective collaboration. Thus, hSFC also enables distributed NFV by connecting administration independent multiple data centers.
B. ENABLING CONTEXT-BASED, AGILE AND COST-EFFECTIVE SF DECOMPOSITION/COMPOSITION
According to related works summarized in section II, data plane protocols (e.g., based on NSH context header or flow tags) or southbound protocols (e.g., based on packet_in messages in OpenFlow) are both able to carry and share the context information of packets. Thus, data plane components such as switches and middleboxes can process flows dynamically based on metadata transmitted in data plane packets proactively, or based on the control plane's reconfiguration reactively.
Proactive context-based forwarding utilizes prefetched configurations and brings extra cost in data plane such as more flow tables in switches. However, it does not need to involve the control plane when emergency events happen. Therefore, it is much agiler than the reactive way and reduces 'north-south' traffic and the load of the control plane. The proactive-based approach is ideally suitable for some cases demanding for high agility, such as dynamic traffic control, network defense, and some IoT services requiring low end-to-end latency.
To satisfy user service-level agreements, network operators usually allocate ordered computing resources to VNFs and bandwidth resources to virtual links between VNFs. If using conventional SF placement and VNF chaining modules for a context-aware SFC, the proactive-based function provision will cause bandwidth resource overbooking problem, as not all of the traffic pass through those functions served for a specific context. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the cost-effective orchestration scheme for a context-based forwarding graph.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present the multi-domain distributed NFV environment for hSFC, where the Docker container, an emerging lightweight virtualization technology [29] , [30] , is used to deploy VNF, and the Docker Swarm, a Dockernative clustering system [31] , is implemented for VNF management. Then, we describe the local metadata and global metadata allocation for context-aware SFC in multi-domain networks. Finally, we present the proactivebased policy enforcement framework and SFC branching algorithm. 
A. MULTI-DOMAIN DISTRIBUTED NFV ENVIRONMENT
In our previous work [27] , we built an hSFC environment based on the OpenDaylight (ODL) SFC project [32] , which follows the IETF SFC architecture, and analyze different branching approaches for intra-domain and interdomain SFC scaling. Figure 2 presents the logical topology and overview of interconnected components, including OVS-based SFC Classifier (CF), Service Function Forwarder (SFF) and Docker-based SF, which are responsible for initial flow classification and NSH decapsulation/encapsulation, SPI/SI-based forwarding, and traffic processing, respectively.
To enable multi-domain distributed VNF provision, we make the Docker Swarm manager co-located with the ODL in each Sub-domain, responsible for server nodes clustering, compute resource pooling and VNF management. Each Docker Swarm manager provides Command Line Interface (CLI) API to the global controller in the Top-domain for cross-domain SF decomposition/composition.
B. METADATA ALLOCATION FOR CONTEXT INFORMATION SHARING
Proper metadata sharing and network function composition improve not only end-to-end performance but also policy enforcement flexibility. Besides the example of DPI-based application metadata sharing and function scaling in figure 1, we consider commonly used context information in the literature, including user/device location and security event in an Event-Condition-Action (ECA) model, which is widely used in dynamic security policy management.
In NSH, there are two kinds of context headers defined to carry metadata. As the OpenDaylight SFC project only supports the type 1 at present, and we follow the path configuration approach in [28] , where the first context header (MCH-1) and third context header (MCH-3) are utilized to bridge packets between Sub-domains and the Top-domain, we allocate the second context header (MCH-2) and fourth context header (MCH-4) of mandatory fixed four 4-byte context headers for local and global metadata sharing.
Global metadata is shared in the entire network, and it should use particular fields in context headers. As local metadata only works in the Sub-domain, different Sub-domains can reuse the same field to share context information. Hence, according to commonly considered policy metadata and the hSFC multi-domain architecture, we design the context header allocation scheme and present it in figure3 and figure 4.
The MCH-2 is allocated to store location and application information. As the popular open source DPI software, nDPI [33] now supports about 230 kinds of applications, we use 8 bits to present different application types, and the value of application identifier follows the macro definition in nDPI (0 presents Unknown). The remaining 24 bits are used to present user/device location, whose value can be a department code in an enterprise network scenario or a region code in a large multi-domain networking scenario. The MCH-2 is a global context field and the metadata it stores is effective in the entire SFC network. The MCH-4 is used to store other context information of packets such as security event of traffic to enforce security policy or congestion level of the network, priority of users and load status of SFs to help implement QoS policy. We divide the MCH-4 into local context and global context field, where the first 16 bits are used to store metadata produced in Sub-domain to help collaboration between SFs and the last 16 bits are used to store metadata generated by Sub-domains, which present the processing results or status of a Sub-domain.
Further, in this paper, we focus on security service and give detailed allocation scheme for MCH-4 as figure 4 presents. In the local context field, the first 2 bits present the class of the local metadata (we use 0 to present security policy service). The second 2 bits present the severity of the security event (Normal = 0, Infor = 1, Warning = 2, Error = 3). The last 12 bits store specific event types such as SYN flood, Backlisted Host, Low Goodput and any other suspicious events a security function can detect. These event values can be defined according to specific functions used by the Subdomain. The last 16 bits present a Sub-domain event used to coordinate different Sub-domains. For example, a Subdomain can report an incident to the Top-domain based on the global context label, and the Top-domain can direct traffic to other Sub-domains which have related ability to process the event.
C. PROACTIVE POLICY ENFORCEMENT AND CONFIGURATION
In [27] , we only realize the proactive-based forwarding in the Sub-domain level. In this section, as figure 5 shows, we present the policy enforcement and configuration framework for context-aware SFC in multi-domain networks.
The SFC branching or scaling can be varied under different policies and contexts. In figure 5 , network operators define context-aware SFC policy proactively and release them to the Docker Swarm and SDN controller, which launch corresponding SFs and distribute proper configuration, respectively. In the Sub-domain, as figure 5(a) depicts, SF instances and SFFs are both configured to enable reclassification and branching. In the Top-domain, as figure 5(b) depicts, only SFFs are configured for proper metadata matching and interdomain traffic steering due to management independence. To enable scalable service path, we design a context-based branching algorithm for Sub-domain and Top-domain cases. We show the branching algorithm in Algorithm1 and define inputs and outputs as follows.
Inputs: The initial requested SFC F = {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , . . . , f i } and service path SPI; the set of contexts with associated functions in the initial path Cont = {C
} and corresponding additional SFs sets in branched paths N C = {F C1 , F C2 , F C3 , . . . , F Cj }, which need to be provided dynamically according to contexts; domain type T = 0 or 1, presenting branching in a Sub-domain or Topdomain, respectively. In the Top-domain case, a Sub-domain is equivalent to an SF.
Outputs: new SPI/SI configurations for branched paths.
In the branching algorithm, if in the Sub-domain case, SFs in the initial path and branched paths are configured for service path scaling out and restoration (Lines 5-8). In the Top-domain case, Top-SFFs are configured for inter-domain service path scaling out and restoration (Lines 9-13).
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, utilizing the environment in section IV and focusing on cross-domain SFC, we present our experiments to verify the feasibility and agility of our approaches. We design two typical use cases: location-aware SFC provision in the inter-connected data centers scenario; attack detection and elimination based on inter-domain branching.
for j = 1 to size(Cont) do The hSFC architecture can connect geographically distributed data centers and provide flexible flow steering ability to chain distributed network functions. In this use case, we are inspired by the patent [34] and realize location-aware SFC provision in the multiple data centers which are connected by the hSFC architecture.
As figure 6 presents, there are five inter-connected data centers (DC), and we assume that traffic between DC1 and DC5 should bypass DC4 in some cases. For example, in the global inter-connected data centers scenario, some crucial communications between DC1 and DC5 should avoid using the network of DC4 due to commercial competition. Alternatively, in the mobile network scenario, DCs in figure 10 are mobile edge data centers and if a user or device moves from other places to the location close to the DC1, then, its traffic probably should be handed over for better performance.
In general, it is not difficult for DC5 to circumvent the DC4 by directing traffic to DC3, but it is not easy for DC1 to make their traffic bypass the DC4. However, with the help of hSFC, which deploys Top-SFFs in each DC and connects them by the overlay network, the location-based flow steering policy can be enforced in the Top-domain, and the SFF2 in DC2 can steer different flows dynamically by matching the location field in the NSH context header. If the location field presents that the source of the packet is DC1, the SFF2 will direct it to DC3. Meanwhile, traffic from other regions are not affected and follow their origin paths.
For simplicity, in our experiment, we only perform a Subdomain chain in the DC1 and make other domains forward packets directly. Figure 7 shows the logical topology and how flows traverse different inter-domain paths. In the initial context, DC4 is trusted, and UDP traffic produced by Host1 traverses DC4 acquiescently. At time T1, we enforce a location-based policy in SFF2, adding a flow table entry with the location matching field, higher priority and a new tunnel destination to DC3. Figure 8 presents the new flow table entry, where the location field in MCH-2 is checked by a prefix-based matching 'nshc2 = 0x100/0xffffff00' (we arbitrarily choose the number 1 as the location identifier of Host1 and assign the value to the location field of MCH-2 in the classifier of DC1). As DC3 and DC4 are alternative in the service path, the SPI and SI keep unchanged. Figure 9 shows the throughput of SFF3 and SFF4. Before time T1, the traffic goes through SFF4. After time T1, the flow table entry with higher propriety directs traffic to SFF3. Therefore, the throughput of SFF4 decreases to 0 and SFF3's VOLUME 6, 2018 throughput increases. By virtue of the context header of NSH, the location information of the source is carried in the packets and shared to other components in the data plane. Thus, the policy that the DC4 should be bypassed can be enforced readily. Figure 10 shows the end-to-end delay jitter of packets in different periods, including the max and average value. The handover jitter is close to average values before or after the handover. In the experiment, the policy is enforced in real time. The location-aware flow steering configuration can also be prefetched, for example, in the mobile network handover scenario, which should also have no appreciable impact on packets.
B. ATTACK DETECTION AND DYNAMIC INTER-DOMAIN BRANCHING
In this section, in consideration of the pervasiveness web services and their vulnerabilities [35] , we present an attack detection use case and realize dynamic inter-domain branching to eliminate the Denial of Service (DoS) attack to a web server.
Ntopng is a high-speed and lightweight traffic monitoring and security analysis tool based on nDPI engine [36] , [37] , which can identify L7 protocols and produce traffic statistics. Its alert engine is able to capture anomalous and suspicious behaviors such as TCP flags-based attacks, SYN scan, blacklisted host, and Slowloris. We deploy ntopng in the Sub-domain1 as DPI and Traffic Monitor (TM) function, as figure 11 shows, and assign different values to the local context field in MCH-4 for anomalous flows according to the alerts engine reports. The FW in Sub-domain1 reacts to metadata, for example, it blocks flows carrying metadata presenting 'Blacklisted Host' and 'Error'. Figure 11 presents a DoS attack and elimination experiment. We deploy an Apache-based web server in Host2, and it is easy to be compromised by Slowloris attack if without extra anti-Slowloris module. Slowloris attackers (Host1) try to create many connections to the target web server and keep them open as long as possible by sending a partial request periodically. The target web server has to keep these connections open, causing the denial of service for normal users. As the HTTP request only has a few bytes, Slowloris attacker allows a single machine to compromise a web server with low bit rate.
In the experiment, the version of Apache server is 2.4.10. For simplicity, the maximum number of concurrent connections allowed is configured with 20, and the timeout for a connection is configured with the 30s. We perform the attack using a Python-based script [38] , and 30 sockets are created to send a part of HTTP request every 10 seconds. We assign '0x020e' to the local context field of MCH-4 to present suspicious low goodput behaviors when flows are tagged with 'Low Goodput', 'Slow Data Exchange', or 'Slow Application Header' by ntopng. If a single host (Host1) contains more than ten low goodput HTTP connections to the same target web server, the global context field of tagged flows is assigned with '0x000f' presenting that the host may perform a Slowloris attack (We presume that the global identifier of Slowloris attack is 15). To redirect suspicious traffic to the DoS scrubber and eliminate Slowloris attack adaptively, the SFF1 is preconfigured with a flow table entry with higher priority, which checks the global context field. If upstream packets carry the '0x000f' value, they will be steered to the Sub-domain3 by setting SFF3 as the next hop and modifying SPI/SI of the Top-domain. Then, SFF3 redirects these traffic into a DoS scrubber for further analysis and processing based on the SPI/SI and global context field. Figure 11 presents how attack flows and normal flows are steered, f1 up presents the set of normal users' upstream traffic produced by a shell script, which invokes the 'wget' command to get a web file every second, and f2 up presents the set of attack traffic directed to SFF3. Similarly, f1 down and f2 down present downstream traffic of normal users and attackers.
We experiment twice, for the first time we do not eliminate the attack, and for the second time, we block all suspicious traffic (We assume all suspicious traffic is determined as attack flows by the DoS scrubber). Figure 12 (a) and figure 12(b) show the throughput of f1 up and f2 up in the two scenarios, respectively. In figure 12 (a), the attack starts at time T1, then the normal user cannot get the web file, and the throughput curve mainly presents the periodic attack traffic. In figure 12(b) , attack flows have been identified before the third cycle at time T2, so they are directed to the DoS scrubber and blocked. The throughput of f2 up increases slightly due to retransmission and decreases gradually due to malicious connections breaking after a timeout. At about 80s, the number of connections is less than the maximum number of concurrent connections, then the throughput of f1 return to the normal state. Table 2 presents occurrence time of all events and their interval, and it takes a little time for DoS attacks to come into force, but service recovery takes much more time, as Host2 has to wait for malicious connections timeout. Nevertheless, the inter-domain cooperation for attack elimination is feasible without interactions with control plane when the DoS attack event happens. 
VI. COST-EFFECTIVE ORCHESTRATION
As the proactive-based forwarding relays on prefetched configurations including VNF instantiation and forwarding/routing rules publication, the network operator has to allocate resources to all SFs and virtual links of the contextaware SFC in advance, and it is easy to cause bandwidth resource over-provisioning if without careful consideration. Thus, in this section, we present a system model for context-aware SFC provision, where the operator obtains revenue by providing multiple context-aware SFCs which consume CPU and network bandwidth resources. Then, we propose the consolidation-based algorithm to handle continuously arrived SFC requests with the aim to increase cost efficiency.
A. SYSTEM MODEL 1) CONTEXT-AWARE SFC WITH FUNCTION SCALABILITY
Different from a normal linear chain, we consider a contextaware SFC as a directed graph, as shown in figure13, where service paths are divided into a master path and a branched path, and usually, the traffic in the branched path is reclassified from the master path. We describe the SFC using a directed graph S = (F, P). The set of required SFs is denoted by F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n }, and the set of virtual links between SFs is denoted by P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n }, in which p i = (f i , f j ). To distinguish master service path and branched service path, we define the variable a F(i) and d P(i) as (1) and 
Usually, an SFC request will consume CPU, memory, disk and network resources of a substrate network, as VNFs in most literature [39] only request CPU resources, we also only consider the CPU-intensive VNFs and assume memory and disk resources are sufficient. Different from other literature where the requested number of CPU cores of each VNF is pre-given, we consider that it is related to the peak traffic volume that passes through a VNF and the VNF function type. Therefore, firstly, to present the required bandwidth resource of an SFC request, we define b as the max traffic volume, which is also the bandwidth demand of the master path. For each virtual link P(i), we define b P(i) as the requested bandwidth. For the branched path, we define α ∈ [0, 1] to present the reclassification ratio of traffic from the master path. Thus, b P(i) can be expressed by (3) .
Then, we define β F(i) as the coefficient to calculate required cores of function F(i) based on the peak traffic volume. Thus, the requested number of CPU cores of function F(i) is calculated by (4):
2) ARRIVAL AND LEAVING OF SFC REQUESTS
We assume the arrival of user SFC requests follows the Poisson distribution over a period T , such as the peak hours of a day. δt denotes the interval and λ designates the average number of requests in an interval. The survival time of SFC requests follows the exponential distribution with mean parameter γ * δt, which means the average survival time of SFC requests is γ intervals.
3) SUBSTRATE NETWORK
We model the SFC-enabled network as an undirected graph D = (V , E), where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v u } is the set of network node and E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e r } (e k = (v i , v j )) is the set of physical links. We consider the SFC-enable network consists of switches, routers and server nodes. Server nodes are the places to host VNFs, and we define C V (i) to present total compute resources of a server node v i (C V (i) = 0 if node v i is a switch or router). We define B E(k) to present the maximum bandwidth of e k .
4) CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS
In the SFC provision system, CPU resource and bandwidth resource are allocated to satisfy service quality. At any time, the resources occupied by the set SFCs in the network should not exceed its capacity. If the placement and chaining decision of an SFC request cannot meet capacity constraint, then the request is rejected.
We use C V (j) (kδt) to denote the remaining CPU resources of node V (j), and B E(j) (kδt) to denote the remaining bandwidth resources of link E(j) at time kδt. Thus, the compute resources constraint of each server node is expressed in (5) and bandwidth resources constraint of each physical link is expressed in (6) , where x
and ω E(j) are binary variables, as shown in (7), (8) and (9), to present whether a function F(i) is placed on a node V (i), whether a link E(j) is used by a virtual link P(i), and whether a link E(j) is only used by the branched path, respectively. As different virtual links are allowed to use the same physical link E(j), if the link is used for the master path and branched path at the same time, only the master path bandwidth consumption is taken into account, as the traffic in the branched path is reclassified from the master path dynamically.
x V (j)
y E(j)
5) COST AND REVENUE
We define the cost of each CPU core is h c , and the cost of each unit of the bandwidth of a physical link is h b . Hence, at time kδt, the cost can be evaluated by (10) , where C j (kδt) presents the CPU cores consumed in node V (j) and B i (kδt) presents the bandwidth consumed in link E(i).
We define the revenue of each CPU core is g c and revenue of each unit of bandwidth is g b . Hence, at time kδt, the revenue of the whole system is evaluated by (11) , where R(kδt) denotes the set of all living SFCs at time kδt.
B. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
The SF placement and chaining problem is NP-hard [38] , and most literature transform the problem into a mathematical model such as mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) and integer linear programming (ILP), although they focus on different objectives. When SFC requests are online, the problem is more complicated, and these mathematical models are not practical due to high execution time. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the cost efficiency and propose a heuristic algorithm for online context-aware SFC provision.
In Algorithm 2, we present the consolidation-based placement and chaining algorithm. The basic idea is consolidating functions that are in branched paths with functions in the master path after the initial placement decision based on server nodes' CPU capacity (line 4-7). This approach has been used in cloud networking scenario, that keeps virtual machines with an intensive exchange of data collocated in the same server so that traffic is inside the host and thus reducing the need for external network resources [40] . Besides, the function consolidation makes the virtual link in branched paths reuse physical links allocated for the master path, if they use the same chaining algorithm, such as Dijkstra algorithm (line 11). Thus, it further avoids extra bandwidth cost. Figure14 presents how this approach works. Although from the perspective of a single SFC request, this approach causes load imbalance and compromises of fault tolerance, not adopted by most SF placement and chaining algorithms. However, it is attractive to the context-aware SFC provision system.
As we utilize greedy-based SF placement method, to avoid continuous choosing the same server node or domain, which causing border links running out of bandwidth quickly and Algorithm 2 Consolidation-Based Placement and Chaining Algorithm Require: current time kδt, chaining failure log L and its holding time nδt; substrate network D = (V , E) and capacity including CPU and bandwidth resources; SFC requests received during this interval, including their directed graph S = (F, P), bandwidth demand b, coefficient α and β. Ensure: SF placement and chaining decisions 1: for i = 1 to the number of SFC requests do 2: calculate the bandwidth demand of virtual links b P and the CPU cores demand of each SF c F based on b, α, β, (3) and (4) sort V based on remaining CPU cores; 5: sort F based on required CPU cores c F ; / * SF placement * / 6: place SFs in F to the top nodes in V in order; 7: consolidate SFs in branched paths to adjacent SFs in the master path by replacing the initial placement decision; / * CPU resource availability check * /
8:
if remaining CPU resources of selected noedes are less than required CPU cores of corresponding SFs then 9: reject the request and continue for next requests 10: end if 11: calculate shortest paths for virtual links in the directed graph S based on selected server nodes in step 7; / * bandwidth resource availability check * /
12:
if remaining bandwidth resources of selected physical links are less than required bandwidth resources of corresponding virtual links then 13: add failed physical links to failure log L; 14: reject the request and continue for next requests; 15: end if 16: public placement and chaining decisions and update remaining resources; 17: end for rejecting subsequent SFC requests, an online feedback algorithm is designed to report bandwidth allocation failure of domains' border links. Thus, in Algorithm 2, the feedback is consulted before placing SFs (line 3). Algorithm 3 presents the online feedback method, which excludes server nodes in domains that have failure records in last n intervals (line 2-4). The failure log is cleared to make excluded server nodes reusable every n intervals (line 5-7).
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we set up two multi-domain network topologies and evaluate the proposed SF placement and chaining algorithm based on MATLAB. The first simulation topology is a cloud-based hierarchical multi-domain edge network
find failed links L which are border links of domains based on D and associated domains Q; 4: find server nodes V in Q;
clear logs in L; 8: end if 9: return V and L 10: end if and the second one is a hierarchical nation-wide multidomain network based on the 24-node USANET topology. We compare cost efficiency of our algorithm with a greedy algorithm [41] and an online tabu search algorithm [42] that does not apply the consolidation and feedback method.
A. SIMULATION SETUP 1) SUBSTRATE NETWORK TOPOLOGY Figure 15 presents the first simulation topology, which consists of five connected edge data centers, as shown in figure 15(a) . We assume users access at edge nodes and a pair of edge nodes are selected randomly as the ingress and egress of each context-aware SFC graph. In each data center, as figure 15(b) shows, there are eight server nodes as the NFV site to host SFs. Figure 16 presents the second simulation topology, of which top-level is a 24-node USANET topology, as shown in figure 16(a) , and of which sub-level consists of a switch and four server nodes, as shown in figure 16(b) . Nodes on the left and right side of the USANET topology is selected randomly as the ingress and egress.
2) RESOURCE CAPACITY, COST, AND REVENUE PARAMETERS
In the initial configuration, for the cloud-based edge network, each server node is configured with 64 cores, and except the access link of server nodes, whose bit rate is 10Gbps, other links are configured with 20Gpbs. For the USANET topology, each server node is also configured with 64 cores, Besides, the access link of server nodes is configured with 5Gbps, other links are configured with 20Gbps.
The cost of each unit of CPU and bandwidth resource should be assigned by operators based on the practical operation and management experience, taking power, capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operating expenses (OPEX) into consideration. For simplicity, we assign 1 to the unit cost parameters h c and h b . Similarly, the unit revenue g c and g b are also assigned with 1.
B. SFC REQUEST INPUT
During the simulation period (T = 1000δt), based on the Poisson distribution, we randomly produce two kinds of SFC requests, as figure 17 presents, and map the overlay graph to the substrate network. Figure 17 (a) presents a context-aware SFC with dynamic traffic control or WAN acceleration ability, in which specific applications are detected and redirected to the TC/WANA function. Figure 17 (b) presents a contextaware SFC with dynamic intrusion detection and prevention ability, in which only suspicious traffic is directed to the ISP function.
First, we conduct the simulation based on the first topology and assume the peak traffic volume of the branched path is equal to the master path (α = 1) traffic volume. The parameter β of each SF should be assigned by operators based on practice to calculate CPU demand. For simplicity, we select the bandwidth demand b and corresponding CPU cores of each SF from [(200Mbps, 1 core, β = 1/2), (300Mbps, 2 cores, β = 2/3), (400Mbps, 3 cores, β = 3/4)] according to a Zipf distribution. At each interval (δt), we record the reject rate and cost efficiency under different SFC request arrival intensity to compare the performance of the naive greedy algorithm, the tabu search algorithm, our consolidation-based algorithm and the algorithm with online feedback. Then, we evaluate the performance under different traffic reclassification ratio with the same request arrival intensity and generate SFC requests with bandwidth demand of 400Mbps. We mainly focus on the performance of our algorithm with online feedback. After that, we conduct the simulation based on the second topology under different SFC request arrival intensity with α = 1/2, with other configurations unchanged.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH THE CLOUD-BASED EDGE NETWORK TOPOLOGY 1) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER DIFFERENT REQUEST ARRIVAL INTENSITY
We select λ = 5, λ = 10 and λ = 15 as the average number of requests in each interval and γ = 35 as the mean survival time (35δt) of each SFC request. The online feedback algorithm clears failure logs every five intervals. Figure 18 shows the reject rate of different algorithms, which all tend to be stable after a time. It is evident that our consolidationbased algorithm with online feedback has the lowest reject rate under all request arrival intensity. Compared with the greedy algorithm, the reject rate of our algorithm decreases by more than 20% when λ = 5 and λ = 10. When λ = 15, the reject rate of our algorithm decreases by near 20%. Compared with the tabu search algorithm, the reject rate of our algorithm decreases by more than 10% when λ = 10 and λ = 15. When λ = 5, the reject rate of our algorithm decreases by near 10%. Compared with the consolidationbased algorithm without feedback, the reject rate decreases by about 5% when λ = 10 and λ = 15. The online feedback does not have remarkable effect when λ = 5, as the reject rate is already pretty low and the border link congestion is not the major reason for rejection. Figure 19 and figure 20 present the comparison of cost and revenue during the simulation. We take samples every 50 intervals. With the increase of λ, the system holds more SFC requests and all algorithms have higher cost and revenue level. However, with the same request arrival intensity, the consolidation-based algorithm with online feedback, which has lower reject rate, does not increase the cost evidently compared with the other algorithms. As for cost efficiency, we calculate the revenue-cost ratio and present it in figure 21 . It can be observed that, with the increase of λ, the revenue-cost ratio increases, and the consolidation-based algorithm with online feedback has the best performance. The performance of tabu search algorithm is better than the greedy algorithm but not as good as the proposed consolidationbased approach. Also, the online feedback mechanism of our algorithm brings more benefits with the increase of λ. We use the standard deviation of CPU resource utilization of each server node to reflect the load balance degree of server nodes and performance of fault tolerance since the failure of high-load server nodes caused by imbalance usually involves more services. Figure 22 shows that the greedy algorithm has the best performance on node balance under different request arrival intensity, as it has priority to select server nodes with the least load when placing SFs. In most cases, our algorithm with the online feedback has a higher standard deviation of CPU resource utilization than others, due to the consolidation and online node exclusion mechanism. However, without the online feedback, the consolidation-based approach has better performance than the tabu search algorithm.
2) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER DIFFERENT RECLASSIFICATION RATIO
To evaluate the cost efficiency of our algorithm under different reclassification ratio, we select λ = 10 as the average number of requests in each interval, whereas the reclassification ratio is set as α = 1/2, α = 3/4 and α = 1, respectively. Thus, the bandwidth demand is b = 400Mbps with β = 3/4 in the master path, whereas, in the branched path, bandwidth demand of each virtual link is 200Mbps with β = 1/2, 300Mbs with β = 2/3 and 400Mbs with β = 3/4, respectively. We compare our algorithm with the naive greedy algorithm and tabu search algorithm. Figure 23 presents the reject rate, as our consolidationbased algorithm with online feedback is bandwidth cost-effective, it receives more requests and has better performance. However, with the increase of reclassification ratio, SFs in the branched path require more CPU and bandwidth resources. Thus, the reject rate of all algorithms increases. Figure 24 , 25 and 26 present the cost, revenue and revenuecost ratio under different reclassification ratio. It is apparent that the consolidation-based algorithm still has better performance on cost efficiency, but with the increase of α, the revenue-cost ratio decreases. Although the consolidation method alleviates the bandwidth over-provisioning problem, it is still necessary to predict or estimate the traffic volume in the branched path and set a proper reclassification ratio, then the CPU and bandwidth resources of SFs in the branched path can be provided according to demand, and the whole SFC provision system can receive more requests. The prediction for traffic volume in different contexts is our future work. Figure 27 presents the degree of node balance under different reclassification ratio. The greedy algorithm still has the lowest standard deviation of CPU resource utilization and in most cases, the tabu search algorithm also gets lower values than our algorithm.
D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH THE USA NATION-WIDE NETWORK TOPOLOGY
In this section, we set α = 1/2 and perform the simulation based on the USANET network topology under different request arrival intensity. We compare the performance of the consolidation-based algorithm with the greedy and tabu search algorithm. Figure 28 presents the reject rate of these algorithms under different request arrival intensity. When λ = 5 and λ = 10, compared with the greedy algorithm, the reject rate of our algorithm decreases by more than 20%; compared with the tabu search algorithm, the reject rate decreases by more than 10%. When λ = 15, all algorithms get relatively high reject rate. Compared with the greedy algorithm, the reject of our algorithm decreases by near 15%; compared with the tabu search algorithm, the reject rate decreases by near 10%. and revenue of all algorithms both increase with the increase of λ, thus, for each algorithm, there is no significant difference in revenue-cost ratio under different request arrival intensity. However, our consolidation-based algorithm still gets the highest revenue-cost ratio under all request arrival intensity. Figure 32 presents the degree of node balance with different request arrival intensity. The greedy algorithm and tabu search algorithm get better performance on node balance, and the standard deviation of CPU resource utilization is relatively stable. Our algorithm has a higher standard deviation of CPU resource utilization and also causes fluctuation of balance degree during the simulation period.
Besides the simulation with the hierarchical cloud-based edge network, the simulation with the USA nation-wide network also confirms the cost efficiency of our algorithm. Compared with the greedy algorithm and tabu search algorithm, our algorithm decreases reject rate and has better performance on the revenue-cost ratio. As our algorithm uses the consolidation-based approach and online node exclusion mechanism, it decreases the node balance degree by nature. The greedy algorithm and tabu search algorithm have better performance on server node load balance, but they cause the bandwidth resource over-provisioning problem. Our algorithm alleviates this problem and is attractive for the online context-aware SFC provision system.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a design and implementation of context-aware and dynamic SFC for the multi-domain networks based on the hSFC architecture. To share context information in multi-domain networks, we design local and global metadata allocation scheme based on NSH. To verify the design, we implement two use cases including location-aware SFC provision for inter-connected data centers and DoS attack elimination. Related results confirm the feasibility and elasticity of the context-based forwarding approach. Besides, to alleviate the resource over-provisioning problem, we design a consolidation-based SF placement and chaining algorithm with an online feedback mechanism. Simulation results confirm that compared with the naive greedy and online tabu search algorithm, the proposed algorithm is efficient to improve the revenue-cost ratio of the SFC provision system by compromising on node load balance. In our future work, we will consider other kinds of context information and the prediction for traffic volume to further improve the costefficiency. GUANWEN LI received the B.S. degree in telecommunications engineering from Beijing Jiaotong University (BJTU), China, in 2014, where he is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in telecommunications and information system. He joined the National Engineering Lab for Next Generation Internet Interconnection Devices, BJTU. His main research is directed to the architecture of next generation internet, network service management, and network security. His other research interests include satellite network and mobile internet. VOLUME 6, 2018 
